3/18 Discuss notebook project
3/19 Work on notebooks
3/20 Work on notebooks
3/21 Early release day; Work on notebooks
3/22 Notebook project due

FERIAE VERNAE FERIAE VERNAE FERIAE VERNAE

4/1 Alexander
4/2 Alexander
4/3 Alexander
4/4 Alexander
4/5 Begin Greek alphabet
   Homework: Greek alphabet worksheet
4/8 Practice Greek alphabet; Alphabet Superhero
           (http://www.heromachine.com/heromachine-2-5-character-portrait-creator/)
4/9 Beginning Greek
    Homework: Greek sentences
4/10 Beginning Greek
    Homework: Greek sentences
4/11 Beginning Greek
    Homework: Greek sentences
4/12 Review
   Homework: Review for quiz

4/15 **QUIZ 17** over Greek alphabet and translation
   Homework: Read from Book V of Plato’s *Republic*

4/16 Discuss *Republic*
   Homework: Read from Book VII of Plato’s *Republic*

4/17 Discuss *Republic*
   Homework: Read *Theaetetus*, pp. 856-857

4/18 Discuss *Theaetetus*
   Homework: Read *Theaetetus*, pp. 866-867

4/19 Discuss *Theaetetus*
   Homework: Read *Theaetetus*, pp. 876-877

4/22 Discuss *Theaetetus*; review
   Homework: Review for quiz

4/23 **QUIZ** over Plato
   Homework: None

4/24 Homework: Read and answer questions about pp. 265-274 of *Alcestis* (stop with line 243)

4/25 Discuss *Alcestis*
   Homework: Read and answer questions about pp. 274-285 (stop with line 508)

4/26 Discuss *Alcestis*
   Homework: Read and answer questions about pp. 285-292 (stop with line 705)

4/29 Discuss *Alcestis*
   Homework: Read and answer questions about pp. 292-299 (stop with line 860)
4/30 Discuss *Alcestis*  
   Homework: Read and answer questions about pp. 299-303 (stop with line 1007)

5/1 Discuss *Alcestis*  
   Homework: Read and answer questions about pp. 303-311

5/2 Discuss *Alcestis* 

5/3 *Alcestis* quiz

5/6 Latin Plato/Euripides  
   Homework: Work on Latin Plato/Euripides

5/7 Work on Latin Plato/Euripides  
   Homework: Work on Latin Plato/Euripides

5/8 Work on Latin Plato/Euripides  
   Homework: Work on Latin Plato/Euripides

5/9 Work on Latin Plato/Euripides  
   Homework: Work on Latin Plato/Euripides

5/10 **Present Latin Plato/Euripides**

5/13 *Certamen*

5/14 Review for final exam  
   Homework: Prepare questions for review

5/15 Review for final exam  
   Homework: Prepare questions for review

5/16 Review for final exam  
   Homework: Prepare questions for review
5/17  Review for final exam
      Homework: Prepare questions for review

5/20  Period 2 Final Exam

5/21  Periods 1 & 3 Final Exams

5/22  Periods 6/7/8 & 9 Final Exams

5/23  Periods 4/5/6 & 10 Final Exams